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Abstract
Education in military domain puts a stress on high rate of information that students have to absorb in a very small time period.
Students have to learn not only facts, but especially consequences, mutual connections between facts, technical information
and other aspects connected usually with military domain. To name nowadays opportunities for military training, especially
for air defense staff, this article discusses potential of e-learning for air defense staff training and education.
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1. Introduction
Today education put stress on high rate of different kind of
information learning. Students or trainees have to sort a lot
of information and find logical connections between them,
usually using information technologies. That is why
e-learning applications were invented and implemented to
many studies or training programs. E-learning users and
creators also evolved much better way to perform selfstudies outside the educational or training facilities. Selfstudy provides the ability to train or study regardless to the
locality. The time management of the self-study stands
mainly on students that are able to study in most suitable
daytime they prefer. Also the tempo of the studies is solely
on students themselves.
Air defense military training usually encompass wide
area of subjects that the students or trainees have to absorb.
There are not only facts that have to be learned but
especially connections and consequences between
procedural information, military systems technical
characteristics and environment (battlefield) status.
Furthermore, there are close logical connections between
weapon systems, command and control entities and sensors
that are learned by students. All of these aspects should be
covered by training or education and e-learning tools could
help to learn about such aspects deeply and more time
effectively than using traditional ways of education.
2. Today Military Education and Training
The education and training in military institutions is
usually divided to two areas – education and training. Wide
theoretic knowledge is get by military educational
institutions like military academies, universities or colleges.
Training centers and facilities do the training, that practice
already learned knowledge. Within both types of institution,
there are many types and different kinds of training and
education manners. The e-learning is usually performed by

classical e-learning tools and applications like Moodle, Ilias,
etc. To make the military e-learning more effective, deep elearning tools structure analysis should be done. Within
following sub-chapters, authors submit analysis of today elearning opportunities in the matter of e-learning types (not
exact tools or programs).
2.1. E-learning Typology
Before analyzing the opportunity to improve air defense
military training, the available types of e-learning should be
analyzed. In general, the e-learning does not encompass just
electronic study via e-presentations and tests but spreads to
all kinds of electronic medias. In fact, the military training
and education could be improved via d-learning, that is
distance way of e-learning, or m-learning that is e-learning
(d-learning) on mobile platforms.
E-learning division according to access:
Open e-learning– that is available to all takers across the
World Wide Web,
Close e-learning – available to limited or close group of
students.
From the military point of view, the e-learning
applications should be in most cases closed to worldwide
web, because the content of military studies is usually
connected to information that is not intended for public. But
more, certain subjects within the military studies have to be
strictly separated from even close internet e-learning
sessions because of discussing sensitive information. On the
other hand, there exist lots of e-courses that are military and
open to public, like some kinds of general studies (e.g. about
history, politics, etc.). As an example could serve certain elearning courses at [1].
E-learning division according to content:
Blog or weblog. It is the web application suitable for
undemanding information publications. Principle of such elearning is the simple web interface that allows to put some
information (opinion, study materiel, etc.) and follow the
discussion concerning the topic. The main advantage is an

easy control of the application. Disadvantage of such an
approach is the necessity to continuously watch the
discussion within the blog. This tool is quickly spreading
within the education area because it serves as the source of
actual supplemental information, as the source of study
materials or for submission of students’ work. Example of
such a tool is the program Webnode [2].
From military point of view, there is not many potential
utilization of such e-learning type because close military
educational or training courses do not offer the luxury of
being online permanently or most of the time.
Discussion forum is a tool in discussion platforms. We
can publish our own opinions and react to other people. For
e-learning, this way is usually taken as supplementary
learning tool that helps to wider understanding of the subject
via series of questions and answers.
For military, such a way is affordable exactly as in the
civilian sector. The only difference is that the military
discussion forums are very limited in time period, due to the
lecturer and systems restrictions. If not discussing sensitive
information, the forum could be easily transformed to
internet platforms and offer the full potential for members,
like Cisco Webex [3].
E-book is a form of electronically or digitally processed
text. The study material like textbooks, books, manuals or
standards are available through such platform. For to be able
to read such sources, the e-book, mobile device or computer
with certain software is necessary. The advantage of such a
platform is its mobility and possibility to store a great
amount of study sources. E-book is also good for making
own notes or highlights within the study text.
Similarly as in the civilian sector, the military is using
such platforms very often and widely. There exist many
e-sources of study material in every educational or training
institutions which are available both for civilian and military
students.
E-portfolio. E-portfolio is a summary of existing student
study sources that contain student’s activity and records. Eportfolio could be divided according to content or according
to system. As a content, it offers texts, presentations,
projects and references together with study plans.
E-portfolio as a system serves as a virtual study environment
that serves as a communication node between users and
offers also making the groups, blogs or data stores.
Web applications, like google applications, serves the
wide e-learning community to help each other with
knowledge searching, sorting, processing and distributing to
those, who needs them for self-study. These applications are
usually free of access, easily available and cloud based. Web
applications very well help students in the matter of
supporting applications like time management, calendar,
translation and others. For military e-learning, they could be
exploited usually for sorting and storing certain part of elearning portfolio as well as e-learning resources, like
e-books that are not part of separated (and non-public)
e-learning. Great help is also managed by cloud services for
student’s coordination and collaboration as well as for
student creative work [4].
Games, simulations and gamification.
The great
advantage of e-learning rests in the possibility for

connection to game graphics, interactivity and network
environment. One of quite widely used way to visualize
some parts of education or training is the Game based
learning. This part of e-learning could be divided into two
categories,
1) games that are used for e-learning but were not
originally developed for such activity and
2) games programmed for exact e-learning solution.
For military purposes, both categories are exploitable.
The first one can usually serve for improving reflexes or
reaction on certain impulses, the second one for special
training purposes like tactical situation solving. Some
products contemporary on the marker could be connected to
both categories [5].
Special parts of this category of e-learning tools are
simulators and trainers. Military simulators are probably
most widely used platforms for military personnel training
and education. There exist numerous types of simulators
that usually model the real systems or weapon platforms
within the computers. Special category of military
simulators are Air Forces trainers in the form of certain type
of aircraft. These simulators/trainers work on close
platforms
connected
with
separated
simulation
environment.
E-learning using simulations is very effective because
train the personnel in special situations and procedures and
are mostly programmed based on real scenarios, physics and
entities behavior. Simulators and special PC games
programmers must closely coordinate their work with
specialists in specific area, like aviation, military tactics, etc.
Simulators, in the form of trainers, are also usually
constructed based on the real technology with realistic
controls (buttons, joysticks) that levels up the value of
training.
Gamification during the e-learning process also
stimulates the students by possible award system, like points
or success levels in certain part of the game.
The award system is very positive not only in simulations
and games, but especially for stimulation of student progress
during the whole learning phase. The great award systems
is for example made in [6]. For military purposes, the award
system should be considered wisely, not to demotivate the
not very successful students, because in military application,
the award systems mostly means the question of
certification on certain system.
Learning management systems (LMS) stands for virtual
environment and it is used as a support for education and
training. LMS is usually implemented by created online
courses supported by educational stuff like e-book, epresentations, tests, quizzes, etc. LMS also supports the
storing and evaluation of student’s results and successes.
Big advantage is that those systems are usually intuitive and
support different kinds of study styles. Worldwide example
of LMS is Moodle. For military purposes and in military
educational facilities, especially in NATO, the Ilias LMS
application suite is used as well. In such LMSs, there is one
disadvantage. To create a good course, the lecturer has to
spend great amount of time to transfer all knowledge and
graphical stuff into the LMS. After the preparation phase is
finished and the course starts, the lecturer has to stay in

touch usually every day to support his students during the
study or training.
Massively Open Online Courses (MOOC) are used for
worldwide e-learning for unlimited number of students.
Great benefit of MOOCs is that they usually offer basic
education via popular way, like [6]. However, the MOOCs
usually do not have close touch with lecturers or teachers,
because this is not possible in case of thousands or tens of
thousands of students.
2.2. Gaps in Military Education (Czech)
This subchapter is focused on gaps that authors see in
today Czech military Air Forces education, especially in
part of preparation of ground based air defense personnel.
There exist many good air force simulators for pilots
training (Jas 39 simulator, L-159 simulator, etc.), however,
those are simulators/trainers. There does not exist any
sophisticated and modern solution for e-learning except
classical Moodle LMS or simple old way education and
training. To offer solution for e-learning could help to
clarify the most underestimated area of military education.
3. Suggestions for Military E-learning Improvement
As stated at the end of previous chapter, there are many
gaps in Czech Air Forces e-learning education and training
system. Modern ways stated in chapter 2.1. should be
optimally combined to offer the best possible chance how to
educate the people in effective way. Following part of this
paper takes one possible combination of e-learning
techniques and demonstrate opportunity to improve such a
status.

Such an education and training (if exploiting the elearning advantages) should have a wide implementation of
graphical (visual) supporting tools to cover all aspects of
Fig. 1. Example of interactive decomposition

learning of specific air defense system (as an example could
serve the system SA-6 "Gainful"). These “visual aids” could
offer the very deep look into the physical structure and
meaning of each part of the system. The important part of
such visualization is the interactivity of the visuals. In fact,
we describe the interactive system model that is possible to
decompose the whole system to elementary systems,
example on the Fig. 1. (Cinema4D software).
The following e-learning system (could be categorized as
LMS) for ground based air defense personnel is proposed by
authors as multi-layered interactive modelling system. To
use typology from chapter 2.1., it would be System specific
LMS containing:
- web application (separately run on the secured
military web),
- interactive modeling and simulation tool explaining
system structure as well as possible deployment,
- e-books or e-presentations cloud store for deep
education purposes.
Authors propose to shape the web application in
conjunction with modern e-learning tools like Prezi
presentations [4], short video lectures and Webex

3.1. Theoretical Education and Training Via New Elearning Ways for Ground Based Air Defense
This proposition takes into account needs of ground
based air defense personnel in one specific area – the missile
systems personnel' preparation. Theoretical preparation
(education and training) consists of missile system
characteristics learning and studying the tactics, techniques
and procedures as well.

communication tool. To keep the students attention for
necessary time, the length of each video lecture or
presentation is proposed not to exceed twenty minutes.
Fig. 2. Example of interactive presentation environment Prezi [4]

Web application has potential to be interactive as well as
comprehensive. If using for example the interactive picture
maps, the learning value of each e-learning web page is
much valuable than simple text on the page. Fig.3. depicts
such a potential (the example uses image maps in
conjunction with the interactive text explanation of each
weapon system part)
Interactive modeling and simulation e-learning
application could very easily help to understand certain
aspects of practice. The matter of tactics and suitable
weapon system technics e-learning could be connected with
visual explanation, image maps and interactive modeling
and simulation. Fig. 4. depicts such possibility (the motion
within the simulation in software Cinema4D could not be

presented within this paper, however, such tools could offer
wide range of motion visuals and simulations).

comfort in absorbing very wide range of knowledge and
practical abilities.

Finally yet importantly, the e-book and e-presentation
shape the final characteristics of well-designed military elearning application.
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Fig. 3. Interactivity in visual tools in Cinema4D software

The authors do not mean the e-book simply the pdf
document. The e-book should contain as much interactive
references as possible to allow students to be in touch with
the content logic. Also the e-presentation does not mean the
simple PowerPoint presentation but interactive clickable
document, such as those that could be made in for example
the Prezi software [4].

Fig. 4. Interactivity in visual tools (2) in Cinema4D software

4. Conclusion
The paper introduced different view on military elearning tools that prepare the operational personnel for
combat situations but especially on the first real touch with
the real combat system. The focus was aimed to preparation
and e-learning of personnel that will serve at the real ground
based air defense missile systems. The military e-learning
tools and LM systems should be more interactive and
visuals friendly to offer today young generation more
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